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The film is a love story
between a Sikh man named
Shareek (Jimmy Sheirgill) and
a Christian girl named Mary
(Mahie Gill), whose love is
turned upside down when she
learns that she is pregnant.
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The film also stars Guggu Gill
and Simar Gill as her parents.
The film was released on 24
March 2015. Premise The
film is about a Sikh man
Shareek, who is madly in love
with a Christian girl Mary
who comes from a Christian
family. They keep things a
secret from their families till
they come to know that Mary
is pregnant. The situation
worsens when she gives birth
to a baby boy who is accepted
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by her family and not by him.
He even suspects his own
wife. To find out the truth of
the matter, he meets Mary’s
family and finds that the
family thinks that Shareek is
the father of the baby. Cast
Jimmy Sheirgill as Shareek
Mahie Gill as Mary Guggu
Gill as Nazir (Mary's father)
Simar Gill as Nazir's Wife
(née Kochar) Production The
film was shot in London, UK.
After shooting was completed,
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the film was released in UK,
Canada, and Australia.
Soundtrack A soundtrack
album is composed by
Navaniat Singh and released
under the label White Noise
Music. Reception References
External links Category:2015
films Category:Punjabilanguage films
Category:2010s Punjabilanguage filmsArt DeCamp
Arthur Edson DeCamp (April
9, 1916 – October 13, 1984)
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was a Major League Baseball
pitcher. He was born in
Greenville, Ohio. In a twoseason career, DeCamp
posted a 4-3 record with a
4.63 ERA in 28 games,
including one start, giving up
28 earned runs on 56 hits and
35 walks while striking out 12
in 52.0 innings of work. He
batted left and threw righthanded. DeCamp died at the
age of 67 in Columbus, Ohio.
See also 1936 Brooklyn
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Dodgers season Baseball
Reference Category:1916
births Category:1984 deaths
Category:Atlanta Crackers
players Category:Baseball
players from Ohio
Category:Brooklyn Dodgers
players Category:Columbus
Red Birds players
Category:Elmira Red Wings
players
Shareek (2015) is a Punjabi
drama film starring Jimmy
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Sheirgill, Mahi Gill, Simar
Gill, Oshin Sai, Mukul Dev,
Guggu Gill, Kuljinder Singh
Sidhu. The film depicts the
circumstances around the rise
of the Sikh insurgency in
Punjab in the 1980s and
traces the transformation of a
youth into a boy. The film was
released in India on January
28, 2015 and then in the
United Kingdom on February
14, 2015. The director of the
film "Shareek" A. K.
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Hansden. The plot of the film
"Shareek" tells about a young
revolutionary named Pillay,
who participates in the Sikh
uprising. The film is set in
Punjab in the 1980s, against
the backdrop of the rise of the
Sikh National Sikh Rebellion
and the suppression of the
Sikh Rebellion by Indian
forces. "Shareek" is directed
by AK Handsen, who
previously directed the movie
fffad4f19a
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